AGROTURISMO S’HORT DE SON CAULELLES ****
MENU OF TREATMENTS AND MASSAGES FOR ALL THE SENSES

Relaxing Therapeutic Massage Session
Immerse yourself in the experience of returning to the essential, the earth, with this exclusive
treatment for lovers of the senses, with the aroma of the farm's olive oils.
50 min - € 75

90 min - € 100

Relaxing and / or Decontracting Geothermal Massage Session with volcanic stones
Feel the therapeutic effects of this massage with the intention of rebalancing your entire system
and harmonizing your soul through hot or cold volcanic stones.
60 min - € 85

90 min - € 125

Hawaiian Massage Session with Exfoliation.
Experience the fluidity of movement through contact and breathing. Mineral water from the
island is mixed together with coconut oil. It includes a peeling on the skin with the mixture of
sea salt from the area and olive oil from the farm. A pleasure.
60 min - € 85

90 min - € 125

Body Awareness Session and Oriental Massage with Bambu therapy
From Asia to Son Caulelles, this session is inspired by finding the connection with the body
through meditation combining different techniques where stretching and breathing will be
present together with the bamboo cane.
50 min - € 90

75 min - € 125
Body Treatment Session

Reduction of fat and localized anti-cellulite abdominal flaccidity for both legs and arms with
innovative technology with galvanic current all in a non-invasive natural way. With exfoliation
with organic sea salts and pure essential oils from Majorcan plants.
60 min - € 95

90 min - € 150
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Localized Body Massage according to the client's need
Choose between these techniques and we combine them to your liking: back, legs, foot
reflexology, skull facial massage, reiki.
60 min - € 85

90 min - € 100

Four hands massage session
If curiosity makes you choose this self-care session, get ready to experience a little journey
through the movement of the hands with sequences and smooth and firm passes. An opportunity
to surrender to the elements and enjoy.
60 min - € 150

90 min - € 190

General information
Treatments can be carried out outdoors on request and subject to weather conditions.
Prices include VAT
Cancellation policy:
Free cancellation 24 hours before the service.
If you cancel the same day or do not show up, 100% of the service will be charged to your
account.
Book any of the massages and / or treatments on the menu with our reception or reservations
department.
Contact details:
Phone 0034 639 855 789
Email: reservas@soncaulelles.com
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The Hatha Vinyasa Yoga sessions 60min
* The words creativity, diversity, evolution and love are very important to me as they give
meaning to the vocation ofthey give meaning to the vocation of sharing my yoga practice with
you.
* With CREATIVITY we enter into the path of connection with our body, from freedom,
flowing towards from freedom, flowing into a DIVERSITY of emotional, mental and physical
states with care and respect.
*Through practice we integrate these states through different sequences and rhythms.
With the help of conscious breathing, we release stress and connect with our true essence for
EVOLUTION. With the help of conscious breathing, we release stress and connect with our
true essence to EVOLVE harmoniously.
*None of this would be possible without LOVE for ourselves and our environment.
*Together, I propose to create a space in which we can work and align thoughts, physical body
and spirit in a harmonious way will manifest in your daily life through this yoga practice.

Group Yoga Class
45 per person - 60 min per person (minimum 2 people)

Individual Yoga Class
80 € - 60 min

Cancellation policy:
Free cancellation 24 hours before the service.
If you cancel the same day or no-show 100% of the service will be charged to your account.
Book Yoga session with reception or reservations.

Contact details:
Tlf. 0034 639 855 789
Email: reservas@soncaulelles.com
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